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Preface
FOR MANY YEARS the Bureau of Reclamation has been engaged in the design and construction of penstock branch connections,
or wye branches, of various types. As a
result of these studies, methods of analysis
have been developed which incorporate a
number of improvements on methods that
were available before those described in
this monograph were devised.
The standard procedure presented in the
monograph systematizes and condenses the
computing processes. Tabular forms for
numerical integration and solution of the
deflection equations and for stress computations have been completed with illustrative
examples and are included. By using these

1

forms, procedural mistakes and numerical
errors will be reduced to a minimum.
While the procedure is designed specifically for use in the analysis of particular struo
tures, other wye branches of similar form
may be analyzed and the results obtained
from adifferent set of continuity equations.
Rib shortening and shear deflection of the
stiffener beams have been introduced into
the method, as well as a variable flange
width. The effects of end loads and conicity
of the outlet pipes has been neglected as
being small in comparison to the vertical
load on the beams. Illustrative
examples
are given of each type of wye branchanalyzed.

Introduction
A penstock branchconnection is a complicated structure, usually having several
stiffening beams to resist the loads applied
by the shell of the pipe, and often having
internal tension members called tie rods,
The purpose of thetie rods isto assist the
stiffening beams in carrying the applied
loads.
In order to analyze the branch connection,
many simplifications
and approximations
must be utilized. The localized effect of
structural discontinuities, restraints of the
stiffening beams, methods of support and
;i:tdoad
of the filled pipe have been neg.
Structural analysis of the pipe branch connection consists in general of four parts:
a. Determination
of the part of the
structure which resists the unbalanced load.
b. Determination of the load imposed on
the resisting members.
c. Analysis of the loaded structure.
d. Interpretation
analysis.

of the findings of the

The parts of the branch connection resisting the unbalanced pressure load are
assumed to consist of the external stiffen-

ing beams and rings, the internal tie rods,
and the portion of the pipe shell adjacent
to the stiffener acting integrally as an effective flange.
The stiffener beams areassumed to carry
the vertical component of the membrane
girth stress resultant at the line of attachment of the shell to the stiffener. This load
varies linearly from zero at the top centerline of the pipe to a maximum at the horizontal centerline of the pipe.
The intersecting beams and tie rods are
analyzed as a statically
indeterminate
structure by the virtual work method, utilizing the conditions of continuity at the
junctions of the beams and rods to determine the moments and shears at the ends
of the individual beams and rods.
Interpretation
of the stresses obtained in
any structure is done by appraisal of the
general acceptability of the assumptions
made in the method of structural action, the
applied loading, and the accuracy of the analysis. For the conditions given, the methods presented herein are considered to represent the best currently available solution for determination of stresses in wye
branches.
Appendixes I and II present model studies
and prototype results compared to the computed stresses.
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Members

In the symmetrical
trifurcation
shown in
Figure 1, and on Drawing No.1, the structures requiring
analysis are the primary
load carrying
members, which are the reinforcing
rings
'OA' and 'OB'
and the
tie rods at 10' and 'C'. Theapphedloading on the structure will be carried by bending, shear , and tension of the reinforcing
beams, assisted by the tie rods.

~
Consider tile large elliptical beam 'OB'.
It is assumed to be loaded by vertical forces
varyillg linearly from zero at x = O to
p (r1 cos 8 1 + r2 cos 82) at x = Xs (where
p is tile internal pressure), by the forces
V1 and V2 due to tie rod tensions at '0'
ana 'C' (in the plan view on Drawing No.1),
and by tile end moment M-l. The linearly
varying portion of tile loMrepresents
tile
vertical component of tile circumferential

Figure 1. --Symmetrical
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stress resultant of a cylindrical
shell. The
horizontal
component of this resultant is
reacted by an equal and opposite load from
the adj acent shell.

In the case of conical outlet pipes, it may
be determined that the vertical loading given by the above formula is somewhat below
the actual value. For a typical conical shell
( 82 = 35°, cp2 = 12° ) , the total load applied
to the beam by the shell will be approxi mately 12 percent more than the assumed
load given here.
Effective Flanqe Width
From the shape of an assumed moment diagram we may approximate the amount of
the shell acting as an effective flange width
(see References d and e). The moment diagram is divided into parts , each part fitting
a shape for which the flange width is known.
The effective flange width is assumed to be
a continuous function, and an approximation
of the flange width is made at points along

Trifurcation

the elastic axis of the beam from the shape
of the moment diagram at these points.
The angle at which the shell intercepts the
beam is considered inconsequential, since
the flange effect is obtained by shear of the
pipe walls.
The way in which the effective flange width
is chosen is largely a matter of judgment
and experience (see References b, c, d,
and e). However, previous analyses show
that some latitude may be tolerated in
choosing an effective flange width without
The
seriously affecting the final results.
assumed elastic axis is divided into four
equal parts in each interval. The centroid
of the beam is located, using the effective
flange width at each point. The revised
elastic axis is plotted through the centroids, and divided into four equal segments in each interval as before. The
moments of inertia of the beam at the various points are then computed including
the effective flange widths.
Equations for Moment, Shear, andTension
The elastic axis of the beam is in three
regions of loading, each of which is divided
into four equal parts. Writing the expressions for the moment, shear, andtension in the beam, we have for the region
o<x<x4,

andfortheregion

xs<xC%s,

~-~*V~x+v2(x-x,)+2(x -$x2),

sin

p .

Deflection and Rotation of Members
The equations for the deflection and rotation of beam ‘OB’ at Point ‘0’ are(ineluding the effects of shear deflection and
rib shortening):
2.x2

%2

A*

s"0

-+
EI

s

xl2

VIlds +
OA
f

X0

5!&

x0

“la

q+ll*l,

e-

v-0,

t=o.

s 0

The equation for the deflection of the beam
at Point ‘C’ is

where

and P is the angle between a vertical line
and aline perpendicular to the elastic axis,
as shown on the drawing.
Fortheregion

v-

al- G - XJ,

v-

co8 B,

t-SiIltnB.

x4Cxc~,

(

vz+v2+

&z
2

1

cos PI

These equations are now integrated using
Simpson’s Rule and the accompanying tabular form. Applying the rule to our present problem, we have:

4

42

Ae- CL 1% + vlx + VJX - x4)1 (x - x4) g
24

+ a2 + 4Ye +

Y,)
+ (v, + v,)(1.6

+-

A22

3 (Y4 + 4Ys + ae + 4Y, +

+ *+

(Ye + 4Ye + *lo

cm2 p + 1) s

+c=I3
$ (x-x4)
$$
+$

YJ

x

+ 4Y11 + Y12L

1

(1.6 cos2 0 +1)A$,
I

4

where y. = -Mm + vv + Tt at Point ‘0’ 9
EI
GA
EA
Mm + J& + Tt at Point 1, etc.
GA EA

Y1 =m

,t 2

Performing this inte ration, we, have for
‘OB at Pomt
the deflection of the % ey
‘0’ (assuming G =
where v=
2(1 + LJ)’
0.3),

(1.6 ccd

0 +1)%

I

For the rotation of the beam at Point

(I$ + v,x, g.$+

52

_J (y + v,r)(x) $j + ~~(1.6COB=
0 + 1) $ ]
FC
=o

A=

+

I
Lf[
IO

+$

(1.6 cot2 0 + 1) “g

CL

VJX

- x,)(x)

"2 + ~~(1.6 cos= B + 11 g

=4

+

+ $

(1.6 COB2 0 +l)g

and for the deflection at Point

9 3 +

1

32
+

‘O’,

Turning our attention now to the ring designated ‘OA’, a similar procedure may be
followed and the deflection and rotation of
the end of the ring computed. For the ring
‘OA’, the equation for the deflection of the
ring at Point ‘0’ is:

1
1

where

‘C ’ ,

5

m-x',

ad

v = COBp,

K' =

t - sin p,

P(ri co6 es + r: co6 0,)

.

"I,

This becomes:
Final Equations

XI,
.A’ =

The deflection of beam ‘OB’ at Point ‘C’
is set equal to the elongation of the tie rod
at ‘Ct. The deflection of the beam ‘OB’
at Point ‘0’ is equal to the elongation of
the tie rod at Point ‘0’. Also the deflection of the ring ‘OA’ atPoint ‘0’ is equal
to the elongation of the tie rod at ‘0’.

o$ + Vsx~Nx’) +f
CL
=0

+ ~~(1.6 cos* @+ 1) A#]

+ T,
X’

(x’)

g

+

+f

I(‘(;‘)’

0

(1.6 cots* 0 + 1) j!$

1

The rotation of the end of beam ‘OB’ multiplied by the cosine of the angle between
the ring and the penstock centerline is equal
and opposite to the rotation of the end of
the ring ‘OA’ multiplied by the cosine of
the angle between the beam and the penstock
centerline.
Also, the components of the
end moments along the axis of the penstock
are equal, from vector considerations.
The above procedure yields the basic continuity equations for the symmetrical trifurcation, which are:
At ‘O’,

K'(x;)*
+g

(1.6

COB=

p

+

1)

l

+i$

CA= 0 (2 equations),

I

CJl=O,
CM= 0,

Also, for the rotation of the ring at ‘0’ we
have :

and at ‘C’,
ZZA= 0.
These equations become:

where m-1,

o-O,atd

t-0.

V2%

-m-4,
This becomes:
"6

$,, 1 (y+v&$+
“b

"Ir

~yqqF
“b

C

where CV = 2 (VI + V ) for the symmetri3
cal trifurcation,

~

cos

eJ. ~ M3

cos

e.

,

Computation of Stresses

where
L , A
and

= length

and area

of rod

at

101,

Lc, Ac = length and area of rod at

'C',

{If no tie rods are provided, V2 becomes
zero and ~c is eliminated.
Then ~ = ~ I
and Vl + V3 = O are the deflection and
shear equations. )
These are our five equations in five unknowns. Solving for the unknowns and resubstituting their values into the original
equations enables us to determine the moment, shear , and tension at the various
points along the elastic axis of the beam
and ring (see Drawing No.2}.
Moment,
shear , and tension diagrams may then be
plotted. The compatibility
of the actual
values of rotation and deflection obtained
from the foregoing equations will comprise
one effective check on the computations.

Figure 2. --Symmetrical
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From the values of moment and tension,
the stress maybe computed at the different
locations in the beam and ring on Drawing
No.2.
An appropriate
curvature
factor may be
applied to the bending stress.
The illustrative
examples in the appendixes show
the results of model studies and field tests
on two structures.
The values of stress found at the various
points in the structure should then be compared with the allowable working stress of
the material.
At the inside edge of the beam
at the horizontal centerline, critical stresses are likely
to be found. Also, highly
stressed regions are likely to occur in regions adjacent to the tie rods.
Based on
judgment, the stresses at these points might
be accepted at values higher than the usual
allowable working stress .
In the example shown, stresses have been
computed for an internal pressure of 1 psi.

Bifurcation

ical
Deflection and Rotation of Members
For the symmetrical bifurcation with one
tie rod (see Figure 2), DrawingNo. 3 shows
the equations for deflection and rotation of
the ends of the members .
Final E quations

and the deflection of the beam at the tie
rod is equal to the elongation of the rod.
{If no tie rod is provided, V2 becomes
zero, and the equation for £1c is eliminated. If two tie rods are provided, the
deflections of the ends of the beam and ring
are equated to the tie-rod elongation. }
Computation

Five equations in the five unknowns are:
The sum of the moments is zero, the sum
of the vertical shears is zero, the deflections of the ends of the beam and ring are
equal, the sum of the rotations
is zero,

E qualions
The analysis of the unsymmetrical bifurcalion (see Figure 3)is shown on Drawing No.
5. A procedure similar to that already
described is followed in developing the

of Stresses

Stresses in the symmetrical
bifurcation
may be computed on Drawing No.4.
A
typical example is shown with an internal
pressure of 1 psi.

equations for deflection and rotation of the
ring
'OA' and the beam 'OB' at Point
10'.
These equations are identical
with
those given for the symmetrical
trifurcation.

Figure 3. --Unsymmetrical
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Bifurcation

In the case where a second ring,
‘OD’,
is used on the connection, the expressions
for the moment, shear, and tension in the
ring are

Final Equations
We may write the final equations for the
deflections, rotations, and moments of the
common junction in a manner similar to
that described for symmetrical junctions
as follows:

-(vx + vs + v,> L
where the angle 9 is measured from the
vertical centerline of the pipe in the plane
of the ring.

A=

-(v,. + vs + VJ L
A’ =

For the second ring, ‘OD’, the equations
for the deflection and rotationat Point ‘0’
may be written as

2AR

2AR

-(vz + vs + VJ L
@Tc=

‘2.8274 V

R + (1.42

fi

* c)pr

BAR

R

+
=R

+*cos

e,=o

where
r = inside radius

of cylindrical

shell,

R = radius to center of gravity of ring
cross section,
IR = Moment of inertia of ring cross section, using the effective flange width
w= 1.56 Gt+c
where c is the
web thickness, and t is the shell
thickness,
AR = cross sectional area of ring

(If no tie rods are provided, V2 becomes
zero and A, is eliminated.
Then Vl +
V3+V4 =0, A= A’, and A= ARarethe
shear and deflection equations. 1 These
are our seven equations in seven unknowns.
Computation of Stresses

where M4 and V4 are the end moment and
shear on the ring ‘OD’.

9

Substitution of these quantities into the
expressions for moment, shear, and tension enables one to evaluate the stress in
the beams and rings on Drawing No.. 6 in
the same manner as for the trifurcation
The stresses in the
previously treated.
example are for an internal pressure of 1
psi.

General
Development of Equations for End Rotation
The equation for the sum of the rotations of
the ends of the beams and rings is derived
as follows (neglecting twisting of the members): Avertical plane of principal rotation
is assumed, passing through the common
junction. The actual rotations of the ends
of the beams are projecteduponthis plane.
The projected rotation of each beam and
ring is then equal to the angle of principal
rotation. The resulting equations may then
be solved for the final equation of vector
summation of the beam rotations.
For the case where the ring ‘OD’ is located
at an angle 8 5 from the upstream axis of
the penstock, the equation for summation
of the rotations is:

+ $ sin (04 + es) - O
Special Designs
For the case of an unsymmetrical bifurcation without tie rods, we have six unknowns--the shear and moment on the end
of each beam. The six equations at the
common junction are: The sum of the
shearsis equal tozero, thesum of the moments is equal to zero (21, the vector sum
of the rotations of the ends of the beams is
equal to zero, and the sum of the deflecttry 6; the ends of the beams is equal to
.
For the case of an unsymmetrical trifurcation, referring to Drawing No. 1, we now
have 10 unknowns: Shear and moment on
the end of each beam and ring (81, and the
two shears on the intermediate tie rods (2).
We also have 10 equations: The deflections
of the beams at the intermediate tie rods

are equal to the tie-rod elongation (21, the
deflections of the ends of the beams are
equal to the elongation of the tie rod (41,
the vector sum of the rotations is zero (21,
and the summationof the moments is zero
(2).

For any other general case OI a wye branch
connection of this type, adaption can be
made of the general equations and the procedures outlined to obtain a solution to
problems similar to those given. For instance, if n beams have a common coplanar junction without tie rods, the 2n
unknowns may be obtained by solving the
following set of equations: (n-l) equations
involving deflections of the ends of the
beams, the equation of the sum of the end
shears to zero, the sum of the end moments
equated to zero about a pair of orthogonal
axes, and (n-2) equations of the rotations
of the ends of the beams.
In closing, it is considered that the methods
provided herein constitute a suitable engineering solution to a very complicated
problem. While refinements have been introduced into the method, the fundamental
assumptions of loading and structural action determine the accuracy of the solution.
Stresses caused byerectionprocedures
and
dead loads have not been considered. The
support structures contribute to the prototype stresses, and should be designed with
care.
For a more rapid method of preliminary
design, the members may be considered
as alternately pinned- or fixed-ended. The
number of intervals taken for integration
may be halved, and the flange widths may
be assumed. This will substantially reduce
the labor involved.
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Appendix

I

Stress analysis of pipe branch--Glendo
Missouri River Basin Project

above with the outside flange of the
largest U-beam doubled in thickness
for a distance of approximately 11
feet on each side of the line of symmetry.

Dam

Introduction
An experimental study has been made of the
stresses existing in the Glendo Dam outlet
pipes at the first branch immediately downstream from the surge tank, anunsymmetrical bifurcation.
Four different
reinforcement
were considered. These were:

schemes

a. Two-way reinforcement.
b. Two-way reinforcement
sion of larger U-beam.

with revi-

c. Three-way reinforcement by addition of third ring to the model in b.
above.
d. Three-way

reinforcement

as in c.

A scale model was constructed of sheet
plastic. Compressed air was used to apply
an internal pressure to the structure.
Stresses were determined byuse of strain
gages.
Results
Stresses have been determined at various
points on the U-beams of the two-way reinforcement system, on the two tie rods, and
at certain points on the pipe shell. These
locations are indicated on Figure 4.
Table 1 gives stress values at the various
points. These stresses are for an internal
pressure of 85 psi acting in the prototype
structure.

TABLE l--EXPERIMENTAL
MODEL STRESSES IN THE
UNSYMMETRICAL BIFURCATION
GLENDO DAM--MISSOURI

I

Scheme a
32,100
- 2,100
10,800
13,900
18,300
10,600
10,000
4,100
1,200
1,900
6,900
4,200
-----

RIVER BASIN PROJECT

Scheme b

Scheme c

27,700

26,900

4,20:
11,700
12,100
10,300
10,200
3,900
1,200
1,800
6,400
4,500
19,700
22,200
26,200
26,800

7,90:
13,000
10,800
10,700
10,300
4,100
1,600
2,400
7,000
3,700
10,300
--
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7;500

Scheme
26,300
- 1,200
7,800
12,700
10,000
10, 500
10,100
----------
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13, 14,
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Figure 4. -- Glendo Dam Penstock and Outlet Pipe Branch--Location
Stress Points
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Conclusions

The regions of high stresses can be seen
from a study of Table 1. These high
stresses exist in the crotch of the large
U-beam (Point 1), in the U-beam where it
joins the intermediate tie rod (Point 5), and
in the shell in the vicinity of the junction 01
the U-beams (Points 13, 14, 15, and 16,)
Increasing
the depth of the large U-beam
(Scheme b) lowered the stress at Point 5 by
nearly 50 percent.
AtPoint1,
inthe crotch
of the large U -beam, the stress decreased
by less than 15 percent.
Stresses in the
pipe shell remained virtually
unchanged.

The addition of the third reinforcement ring
{Scheme c) had a small effect on stresses
in the U-beams. At Point 5 the stress was
reduced about 10 percent over Scheme b,
while at Point 1 the stress reduction over

Scheme b was less than 5 percent. However, stresses in the pipe shell in the vicinity of the junction of the U-beams were
reduced 50 to 75 percent, to values which
are within the usual illowable limits.
Adding a cover plate to part of the length
of the outside flange of the large U -beam
(Scheme d) caused insignificant changes in
the stresses.
Basic Data
Inside diameter of pipe
Plate thickness of pipe
Plate thickness of U -beams
Diameter of tie rods
Internal water pressure
Technical Details
A scale model of tile pipe branch was constructed of transparent plastic, cast metilyl
metilacrylate.
A shell plate thickness of

Figure 5. --Glendo Darn Penstock and Outlet Pipe Branch--Model
.Arrangement

15

2110"
13/16"
2-1/2"
15"
85 psi

0.04 inch was used. This gave a scale
factor of approximately
one - twentieth
(0.04923). The stiffener rings were fabricatedfrom 0.05-inch&ick
plastic, and the
webs and flanges of the U-beams were made
from material l/8 inch thick. The penstock
pipe extended approximately 1 pipe diameter upstream and 2 diameters downstream
from the intersection of the U-beams. The
outlet pipe extended approximately l-1/2
diameters downstream from the intersection.
The model was loaded internally with air
pressure. The air was introducedthrough
a pressure valve by using a tire pump. The
applied pressure was measuredwith a mercury U-tube manometer.
The arrangement of the model, the tire
pump, and the manometer can be seen in
Figure 5.
Strain gages were installed at the various
points at which the stresses were desired.
Two types of linear gages were used.
Rosette-type gages were installed on the
pipe shell in the vicinity of the junction of

the U-beams and readings taken for reinforcement Scheme a. The results were
rather high and the calculated directions
of maximum stress inconsistent with what
might be expected and also inconsistent
between different points. The gage measures the average strain over an area covered by the three legs of the gage. Since
the strain changes very rapidly in the vicinity of the U-beam intersection, the spacing between legs of the strain gage is si ‘ficant. For Schemes b and c the proce r ure
was modified. Linear-type gages wereinstalled and read successively at the same
point but rotated 45” each time to get the
data required to compute the principal
stresses and their directions.
Where
stalled
ture.
values

possible, duplicate gages were inat symmetrical points on the strut The stresses given are the mean
for such points.

Field Data
Strain measurements were conducted in
the field during installation of the penstock
branch at Glendo Dam. Table 2 shows the
results of these measurements compared
to the model tests and computed values.

TABLE 2--COMPARATIVE
STRESSES IN THE UNSYMMETRICAL
BIFURCATION
GLENDO DAM--MISSOURI

Point

I
I

Field test

I

RIVER BASIN PROJECT

Model test

27,400 psi

26,900

mm

7,900o

me

11,200
27,000
9,100
14,600
3,700
1,900

13,000
10,800
10,700
10,300
4,100
1,600

--

2,400
7,000
3,700

7,100
2,600
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I
I

Computed
200
-2;’ 800
6: 200
300
:t 900
300
::: 300
500
i: 500
800
2 800
- 2: 400

Appendix

II

Experimental stress study of outlet pipe
manifold- -wyE Wl
Palisades Dam and Powerplant
Palisades Project
Introduction

A-frame was approximately 2,000 psi in the
legs, and 4,500 psi in the cross member.
Cutting the legs free from the U-beam
crotch had no significant effect on the
stresses. By observingthe cut sections as
the load was applied, it was found that the
large U-beam crotch moved slightly away
from the longitudinal centerline.

A stress study was made of the Palisades
Dam outlet pipe manifold, using a plastic
model with strain gages. This study considered the stresses caused by internal
pressure only and concentrated on determination of the stress condition primarily
in the region of the horizontal centerline
of the elliptical beam.

Since the stresses of this study were well
below the maximum allowable for an internal pressure of 110 psi, no attempt was
made to lower them by altering the model.

Results

Basic Data

The prototype stresses shown in Figure 6
were for a uniform internal pressure of
110 psi. The maximum stress (12,500
psi) occurred in the center pipe branch on
the horizontal centerline near the U-beam
crotch. The crotch stress in the large
U-beam was 12,200 psi and in the small
U-beam 11,500 psi. Strain gages were
also installed on the vertical and horizontal centerlines of the branch pipes. A maximum stress of about 10,500 psi occurred
on the horizontal centerline of the center
pipe branch and on the outer side of the outside branches. The stress inthe horizontal

Inside diameter of main pipe
26’0”
Inside diameter of center branch
straight pipe
13’0”
Inside diameter of outside branch
straight pipes
16’0”
Plate thickness of main pipe and
conical branch pipes
l-1/4”
Plate thickness of center branch
straight pipe
5/8”
Plate thickness of outside branch
straight pipes
13/16”
Plate thickness of U-beams
2-1~~~~
Diameter of tie rods
Internal water pressure
110 psi

Conclusions

TABLE 3--COMPARATIVE
STRESSES IN THE SYMMETRICAL
TRIFURCATION
PALISADES DAM--PALISADES
Point

PROJECT

Field test

Model test

Computed

(Inside)
(Outside)
Horizpntal E

17,000
- 1,600

12,200 psi
500

14,500 psi
- 110

gl;;:3
(Outside)
Long tie rod
Short tie rod

7,000
9,000
4,000
8,000

H;;iz;g

E

11,500
2,500
2,500
7,200

17

10,800
- 3,900
8,700
10,400

Technical Details

Figures 7 through 10.

A one-twentieth scale model of the pipe
manifold was constructed of transparent
plastic,
cast methyl methacrylate.
A
straight main pipe extending an equivalent
of 36 feet upstream from the center of the
main tie rod was used. Straight pipes were
attached to the ends of the conical pipes extending an equivalent of 25 feet downstream
on the outside branches and 17 feet on the
center branch. The branch pipes were
sealed with a l/4-inch-thick
plastic plate,
and the main pipe with a l/2-inch-thick
plate. Details of the model are shown in

The model was loaded internally with air
pressure, introduced by a tire pump. The
pressure was measured with a mercury
U-tube manometer.
Strain readings were taken for model loads
of 4, 6, and 8 inches of mercury.
Field Data
A comparison of the stresses obtained by
the three methods is shown in Table 3.
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(Shell

Stresses)

NOTES
m indicates
location
of stress.
Stresses
ore in hips
per square
inch
due to on internal
pressure
of
110 pounds
per
square
inch.
is compression.
For
structure
dimensions
see
Drawing
456-D
- 88.
Cutting
A-frame
hod
no noticeable
effect
on stresses.
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6. --Palisades

Dam and Powerplant
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Outlet

Pipe Manifold--Wye

Wl

7

Figure

7. --Palisades

Dam and Powerplant Outlet Pipe Manifold--Wye
Test Arrangement

Figure 8. --Palisades

Dam and Powerplant Outlet Pipe Manifold--Wye
Looking Downstream at Model
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Figure 9. --Palisades

Dam and Powerplant Outlet Pipe Manifold--Wye
Looking Uostream at Model

Wl--

Figure 10. --Palisades Dam aJld PowerplaJlt Outlet Pipe Manifold--Wye
.A
Frame

Wl-
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